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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22, 2016  
NOON  

Meeting Room in the Library Annex  
2038 So. Pontiac Way, Denver, CO 

INTRODUCTION 

Many donations received by the library are dif
ficult to strip down, or alternatively, see as sole source 
items. That is because they are too time consuming for 
our volunteers or because of the absence of a market 
for specialty materials. Therefore, we began our "bulk 
lots/large lots" auctions of such donations in 2007. In 
this way, we ensure that the lots go to appreciative 
"homes.” 

The lots consist of cover accumulations, stamp 
collections, commemorative FDC collections, national 
accumulations, and supplies. There are 274 lots. 

The auction will be held at the Rocky Mountain 
Philatelic Library on Saturday, October 22, 2016. There 
will be one session, beginning at noon in the library 
Annex meeting room. 

The bid form found inside this booklet may be 
used by mail, or bids may be placed by email at rmpl@ 
qwestoffice.net. Where practical, we have provided the 
face value of stamps and material in the lots, as well as 
estimated catalog or retail value of the material 
contained in the lot. 

PROCEDURES 

 The highest bidder takes the lot at one advance over the 
next highest bid, as hammered down by either auctioneer 
Erl Fossum or Sergio Lugo. 

 An RMPL volunteer serves as agent bidder for all mail 
bids; he does not divulge mail bids to anyone---other 
than in the actual process of bidding. He does not know 
who the mail bidder is, only the assigned mail bidder's 
number. 

 If a mail bid is the only one for a lot and the mail bid 
exceeds the minimum bid, the lot shall be sold to the 
mail bidder at the minimum bid. 

 Please Note: Where multiple mail bids are received, the 
starting floor bid is the 2nd highest of all such mail bids. 
For example, a lot has a minimum bid of $50, 6 mail bids 
are received, the two highest of which are $75 and $90. In 
the example, floor bidding starts at $75. 
 

 In the case of ties between the highest floor bidder 
and a mail bidder, one advance over the highest floor 
bid will be permitted (with preference given to floor 
bidders). 

 In the case of a tie between mail bidders as the highest 
bids, preference is accorded the earliest received bid 
based on the postmark. 

 Unspecified amount "buy bids" will not be accepted. 
Because of the large lot /bulk lot nature of the auction, 
all sales are final with no returns accepted (unless the lot 
was mis-described). 

 Lots failing to draw the minimum bid will be 
withdrawn for future disposal / auction. 

 
BIDDING INCREMENTS   

Up to $10.00 ----------- $1.00 
$10.00 to $30.00 --------- $2.00 
$30 to $100.00 --------- $5.00 
$101 to $300 ----------- $10.00 
$301 to $600 ----------- $20.00 
$600+ ------------------ $50.00 
 

PAYMENT 

The RMPL accepts cash, checks, and money orders. No 
credit cards or PayPal. 

Successful floor bidders are expected to settle their 
purchases immediately after the auction with payment to the 
RMPL. Mail and email bidders are expected to settle their 
purchases within two weeks. 

Please note that a successful bid is not a "charitable 
deduction" for income tax purposes, as goods are being 
sold and exchanged and no donation is involved. 

There are no commissions assessed, but successful 
Colorado resident bidders will be charged a sales tax. 

Successful mail and email bidders will be 
notified of the total cost. Shipping is via the USPS. To get 
an approximate idea of the cost of postage, calculate from 
zip code 80224, taking into account the number of boxes 
cited in the lot (most are bankers boxes of 10 to 20 lbs.). 

 

http://qwestoffice.net
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LOT DESCRIPTION VALUE 
LIST, EST OR  

CAT 
STARTIN

G  

1 
Let's start with a mystery lot. Large box with over 10,000 U.S. and 
foreign stamps on paper. Has been sealed since late 2015. 

$1,000.00 EST $10.00 

2 Supplies - Fix mostly blank worldwide and U.S. albums in decent to 
very good condition. 

$120.00 EST $12.00 

3 
United States - Two volume "Pictorial Treasury Album" published 
by Collectors Institute, Ltd in 1975. In loose leaf binders. Printed in 
color on heavy-weight glossy paper. Overall excellent condition. 

$100.00 EST $10.00 

4 
Supplies - Two large stock books in good condition plus several 
smaller stock books and some individual sheets. 

$120.00 EST $15.00 

5 
Supplies - Two new Harris albums to 1979 for United States stamps 
(includes UN) and United States plate blocks. Both in mint 
condition. 

$80.00 EST $15.00 

6 
United States - Six binders of mostly FDCs in sets such as State 
Flags and U.S. Presidents. Includes two binders of about 100 gold 
leaf stamps. Original cost far more than minimum bid. 

$400.00 EST $20.00 

7 

United States - Three volume Minkus American Plate Block Album, 
Vol. 2, 3 and 4. Covers 1938 to 1974. Over 90% complete with mint 
hinged plate blocks. Starting bid is way less than face value. In 
excellent condition. 

$600.00 EST $40.00 

8 
Supplies - 16 packages of Linder UNIPLATE pages in packages of 5. 
More than half the packages have been opened and contain less  
than five pages. 

$100.00 LIST $8.00 

9 Supplies - Harco Mint Sheet File with capacity for more than 100 
sheets. In very good condition 

$50.00 EST $5.00 

10 Worldwide - Winston Churchill Centenary album with hundreds of 
mint NH stamps from Aitutaki to Yemen issued in 1974. 

$200.00 EST $20.00 

11 
Worldwide - Disney album produced by Mystic Stamp company 
with about 100 mint never hinged stamps. 

$75.00 EST $10.00 

12 

Canada and Newfoundland - Approximately 500 used stamps, 
about 150 different. 
Many with catalog values of $1.00 to nearly $10.00. Sorted by 
catalog number into glassines. 

$300.00 EST $25.00 

13 
Canada and Newfoundland - Approximately 1,000  used stamps, 
with moderate duplication. Some with catalog values of $1.00 to 
$7.50 and perhaps more.  

$300.00 EST $20.00 

14 
Worldwide - Approximately 2,500 stamps, mostly used but a fair 
number mint NH. Sorted alphabetically by country on stock pages 
in large notebook. 

$500.00 EST $30.00 

15 

Canada - Approximately 1,500 mint NH stamps from Scott 231 to 
449 mostly in blocks of four. Moderate duplication with 2 to 8 
blocks of four of an issues. Cleanly mounted on stock pages in non-
philatelic binder. Catalog value from 1983. 

$675.45 CAT $65.00 

16 

France - Approximately 750 mostly mint NH stamps many in blocks 
of four. Very moderate duplication - typically two blocks of four of 
a given issue. Cleanly mounted on stock pages in notebook. One 
page contains French Polynesia. Catalog value from 1983. 

$865.00 CAT $80.00 
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16 
France - Approximately 750 mostly mint NH stamps many in blocks 
of four. Very moderate duplication - typically two blocks of four of a 
given issue. Cleanly mounted on stock pages in notebook. One page 
contains French Polynesia. Catalog value from 1983. 

$865.00 CAT $80.00 

17 

Worldwide - Approximately 1,000 mostly mint NH stamps K and L 
countries. Over 90% are from Luxembourg in blocks of four. Minor 
duplication. About 5% of blocks have minor discolorization. Catalog 
value is from 1983. 

$701.64 CAT $70.00 

18 Cuba - Over 150 CTO stamps and souvenir sheets in very nice 
Supersafe stock book. 

$100.00 EST $15.00 

19 
Worldwide - About 500 mint and used stamps from a variety of 
countries including Ecuador, East Germany, Japan, and Netherlands. 
Cleanly mounted in very nice Supersafe stock book. 

$70.00 EST $10.00 

20 United States - Over 100 used postal envelopes from Scott U116 to 
U536a mounted in notebook sleeves.  

$200.00 EST $20.00 

21 

British Commonwealth - Several thousand used and mint (including 
many NH) from Commonwealth countries. Large portion from Great 
Britain including mint from 1929 to 1991. other countries pre WWII. 
Many stamps with catalog values from $1.00 to $50.00. 

$2,000.00 EST $100.00 

22 United States - 113 mint postal cards from UX7 to UX375. Nicely 
mounted in notebook sleeves 

$300.00 EST $25.00 

23 
Canada - Over 800 used stamps from Scott #34 to #1228 mounted 
on home-made pages with notes. Some catalog values between 
$5.00 and $15.00. 

$400.00 EST $30.00 

24 Germany - Nice stamp sheet album with some mint NH stamps and 
souvenir sheets and some U.S. lettersheets. 

$40.00 EST $5.00 

25 United States - More than 1,000 stamps in three small stock books. 
Mostly used but some mint NH. Some better material. 

$100.00 EST $15.00 

26 United States - About 85 mint NH plate blocks of four plus some 
scatted mint NH stamps in blocks, singles and booklet panes. 

$50.00 EST $15.00 

27 
Worldwide - Probably over 1,000 mostly used stamps, major 
portion from British Commonwealth countries. Sorted by country in 
glassines. 

$200.00 EST $15.00 

28 United States - About 500 mint and used stamps on stock cards 
including some better. 

$200.00 EST $15.00 

29 
United States - Minkus All American album to 1972  with over 1,500 
mostly used stamps. Fairly complete from 1910 to 1972. Although 
very high catalog value (individual items $300 or more) most early 
items have minor to significant damage.  

$2,000.00 EST $150.00 

30 
Postcards - Package of 20 New Hampshire mint post cards from late 
19th or early 20th century. Includes "Old Man of the Mountain" 
which recently collapsed. 

$60.00 EST $10.00 

31 United States - Selection of non-denominated coil stamps $26.19 FACE $10.00 

LOT DESCRIPTION VALUE 
LIST, EST OR  

CAT 
STARTING  

BID 
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32 
United States - very clean White Ace Airmail pages to 1989 nearly 
complete mint stamps except for C1-6, C13-15 and C18. Pages in 
White Ace album with dust cover. 

$210.00 CAT $30.00 

33 
United States - Complete set of "Space Achievement and 
Exploration' souvenir sheets FDCs 

$59.50 CAT $15.00 

34 
Canada - Minkus album to 1972 with mint stamps nearly complete 
from 1931 to 1972. 1969 to 1972 are hinged as are most of earlier. 
Stamps prior to 1969 are neatly placed in mounts. 

$800.00 EST $100.00 

35 

France - Scott Specialty Album to 1962 plus many homemade pages 
with probably 2,000 used and mint stamps. May be some better 
items buried in here. Some duplication. Album and pages in decent 
condition. 

$1,000.00 EST $80.00 

36 
Denmark - Nearly 500 mint and used stamps on homemade pages. 
Moderate duplication as mint and used blocks of four. 

$750.00 EST $60.00 

37 
United Nations - 100 mint postal stationary items on black stock 
sheets.  

$200.00 EST $25.00 

38 
United States - Approximately 280 plate blocks of four from Scott # 
927 to #1232. In addition about 50 blocks of four with no plate 
number. 

$300.00 EST $25.00 

39 

United States - Three volumes of the Proof card Society first day 
souvenir  sheets produced by Fleetwood each with very  nice cachet 
and first day cancellation. Also some loose. About 180 cards from 
mid-1990 through 1991. In excellent condition. 

$450.00 EST $15.00 

40 
United States - Seven presentation binders with mint or used 
stamps including two for the 1976 Bicentennial. 

$140.00 EST $20.00 

41 

United States - Minkus three-ring Regular Issue album to 1994. early 
issues are sparse but some are high catalog values in poor condition. 
A number of better mint early coils and coil pairs. Starting with Scott 
#632 nearly complete mint NH including most transportation coil 
pairs and plate number strips of three. very nice airmails. Album in 
very good condition. 

$3,000.00 EST $200.00 

42 
United States - Celebrate the Century individual FDCs for 1900 
through 1940 sets. Each cover mounted on page with explanation of 
subject. In nice binder produced by Postal Commemorative Society. 

$127.50 CAT $20.00 

43 United States - Approximately 400 FDCs in seven presentation 
albums. Includes State Birds and Flowers, Presidents of the U.S., 

$400.00 EST $20.00 

44 

United States - Harris Liberty Stamp Album to 1973 with perhaps 
1,000 mostly mint hinged stamps. Few prior to 1928 but some 
better including mint NH 833. Album in excellent condition and 
stamps neatly mounted. 

$400.00 EST $25.00 

45 
United States - Over 700 post cards including about 120 mint postal 
cards and 40 FDCs. Some used. Heavy duplication of post cards from 
Las Vegas but postal cards deserve a view. 

$150.00 EST $30.00 

46 United States - White Ace Booklet Panes album in notebook to 
1982. nearly complete from 1938 on. Very clean. 

$248.00 CAT $40.00 

47 
United States - Three panes of 50: State Flags, State Birds and 
Flowers and Wildlife in nice presentation folder. Face value $27.50. 

$95.00 CAT $20.00 

LOT DESCRIPTION VALUE 
LIST, EST OR  

CAT 
STARTING  

BID 
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49 
Canada - Minkus pages from 1973 to 1995 with complete mint 
stamps including booklets and Wildlife stamps. 1980 issues in 
mounts and assumed NH. Collection in excellent condition. 

$1,000.00 EST $150.00 

50 
Harris 2010 US/BNA Postage Stamp Catalog used as an album with 
over 1,000 U.S.  used stamps starting around 1935 mounted fairly 
neatly. 

$100.00 EST $5.00 

51 

Worldwide - Accumulation of nearly 1,900 mint NH stamps, mostly 
in panes of 50 or 100. While many catalog at Scotts minimum 
others catalog as high as $7.50 per stamp. Countries represented 
are Democratic Republic of Congo, Belgian Congo, United Nations 
and Luxemburg. 

$2,172.00 CAT $80.00 

52 

Worldwide -  Four binders contain 270 FDCs including 2004 Athens 
Summer Olympics, British Commonwealth Silver Jubilee, Charles 
and Diana Royal Wedding and American Bicentennial. In excellent 
condition. Original cost far greater than starting bid. 

$750.00 EST $25.00 

53 
Barbados - 1600 stamps from Scott #193 to #200 with very heavy 
duplication. Great accumulation for specialist looking for minor 
differences. Mostly light cancels. 

$1,250.00 CAT $60.00 

54 
Worldwide - Harris Statesman album to 1961 with several 
thousand mostly used stamps. Some older material with moderate 
catalog value. 

$200.00 EST $20.00 

55 
United States - Over 1,000 mostly used stamps in a Grossman 
Stamp Co. two-post Capital album. Some high catalog value 
stamps, but in poor to moderate condition. 

$500.00 EST $50.00 

56 
United States - About 180 FDCs on display pages produced by the 
Postal Commemorative Society. Loose, no binders. Run from about 
1994 to 2000. 

$500.00 EST $20.00 

57 United States - Six older albums with scattering of stamps. $80.00 EST $10.00 

58 United States - About 300 unaddressed FDCs with very nice 
Fleetwood cachets. From 1984 to 1987.  

$600.00 EST $30.00 

59 

United States - Three White Ace albums with mint NH stamps from 
1950 to 1960 (160 stamps) and plate blocks from 1931 to 1965 
(150 blocks). Includes Prexies to $2.00 (no $1.00) and Overrun 
Country name blocks. Many blocks accompanied by mint NH single 
not counted. Some early blocks with minor stain. 

$600.00 EST $50.00 

60 
Worldwide - Grossman Stamp Co. Coronet album to 1955 with 
about 3,000 mostly used stamps. May be some better material 
buried in this album. 

$600.00 EST $30.00 

61 Worldwide - Minkus Comprehensive World-Wide Album with 
maybe 2,000 used and mint stamps. Some better early material. 

$400.00 EST $20.00 

62 

United States - Two volume "50 Years of U.S. Commemorative 
stamps, 1939 to 1988. Each year is on one or more presentation 
albums produced by Postal Commemorative Society. All stamps are 
mint and encased in mounts. In excellent condition.  

$350.00 EST $35.00 

LOT DESCRIPTION VALUE 
LIST, EST OR  

CAT 
STARTING  

BID 
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63 
United States - Minkus Plate Block album 1952 to 1965 with about 
200 plate bocks, most with mint single also. Neatly mounted on 
clean pages. Face value over $40.00. 

$200.00 EST $20.00 

64 

United States - Very nice Apollo commemorative album covering 
Apollo 8, 9 10 and 11 flights to the moon. 74 large format pages 
with applicable cancelled stamps, some mint. Perfect gift for some 
10-year old who wants to be the first astronaut on Mars. 

$300.00 EST $20.00 

65 

Brazil - Album with 80 presentation pages for individual stamps. 
Each page includes a cancelled stamp plus space for an additional 
used or mint stamp. On back is extensive description of issue in 
Portuguese.  Each page in protective sleeve. 

$160.00 EST $15.00 

66 

United States - Approximately 2,300 FDCs ranging from Scott #1283 
to #2367 with some duplication. Sorted in bundles of 45 to 140, 
most with Scott number. Perhaps 20% postal stationary items. 
Nearly all in individual sleeves. 

$3,000.00 EST $120.00 

67 

United States - Several thousand Christmas Seals on stock pages. 
Many with catalog value of $1.25. Also, a White Ace album to 1996. 
A few prior to 1925 then nearly complete. Scott does not value 
seals post 1979. In addition, perhaps 1,000 1965 seals that are in 
imperforate sheets. Not listed. 

$1,500.00 EST $30.00 

68 
Belgium - Very nice Minkus album to 1981 with probably about 
1,000 stamps, many mint and some NH. All stamps in mounts 
except several pages loose. Includes Belgian colonies in Africa. 

$300.00 EST $30.00 

69 Canal Zone - 335 covers, more than half are FDCs. Some better 
early covers. Many mint postal cards. Moderate duplication. 

$450.00 EST $40.00 

70 

Worldwide - Two binders with 60 presentation sheets prepared by 
Calhoun's Collector Society in the early 1980s. Each sheet has a 
mint souvenir sheets and description of subject. In addition 70 
souvenir sheets mounted on blank pages, about half CTO. Overall, 
some better souvenir sheets. 

$520.00 EST $40.00 

71 Canada - Several thousand mostly used stamps sorted by catalog 
number. Heavy duplication of some regular issues. 

$100.00 EST $5.00 

72 

Worldwide - Two volume Harris Citation Stamp Album to 1970. 
Estimate of 4,000 mostly used stamps. Not all countries included. 
Missing includes Canada and United States. Albums in decent 
condition. 

$500.00 EST $30.00 

73 

United States - three volumes of White Ace Commemorative pages  
to 1984, virtually complete with mint stamps from 1930 to 1984. 
Mix of hinged and never hinged. Nicely mounted  on very clean 
pages. Mint collection continues to 1992 with USPS 
Commemorative Stamp Club souvenir pages. Owner's catalog value 
- date unknown. 

$1,152.85 CAT $230.00 

74 
United States - Scott National two-post album to 1963 with a few 
scatted stamps. Includes spaces for stationary cut squares and 
revenue stamps. Pages in pristine condition, album acceptable.. 

$70.00 EST $10.00 

LOT DESCRIPTION VALUE 
LIST, EST OR  

CAT 
STARTING  

BID 
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75 

United States - Literally a personal book on the American 
Bicentennial with many pages of typewritten pages describing 
individual stamps issued in the 1975-76 period. Fantastic history 
item. Also includes some material issued by Nicaragua for 
bicentennial 

$150.00 EST $15.00 

76 United States - Similar to Lot 75 except this notebook is on the U. S. 
space program. 

$100.00 EST $10.00 

77 
United States - Approximately 7,500 used stamps with extensive 
duplication of some items. Mostly regular issues but some nice 
commemoratives. May be some interesting varieties in this mix. 

$2,250.00 EST $20.00 

78 Supplies - Two Fleetwood cover albums (three covers per page) in 
new condition. List price from 1987. 

$150.00 LIST $30.00 

79 
Worldwide - Eight large  format presentation albums including 1984 
Olympics, State Birds and Flowers, U.S. Bicentennial, Space, World 
of Stamps, and Arctic Exploration. Starting bid is just for the stamps. 

$500.00 EST $20.00 

80 
Supplies - About 130 packages of black mounts, mostly Showguard. 
Some are broken packages but most are full. All sizes including 
some large format. Includes Showguard mount cutter. 

$650.00 LIST $50.00 

81 Supplies - Three Fleetwood Maximum Card albums. Unused in 
pristine condition. 

$100.00 EST $12.00 

82 

United States - Historic Stamps of America. 90 covers produced by 
Postal Commemorative Society in large format album. Each Cover 
has mint stamp representing the subject matter and a cancel from 
an appropriate site and on the same day of the year as the mint 
stamp was originally issued. 

$270.00 EST $20.00 

83 

United States - One hundred commemorative covers produced by 
The Franklin Mint. Each cover references an historic American with 
a mint stamp relative to that person along with description of the 
person. Covers were cancelled in an applicable city in 1978 to 1982. 
In two large binders. 

$500.00 EST $10.00 

84 
Brazil - Large binder full of souvenir sheets, mint post cards, post 
cards with relevant cancelled stamps, hundreds of mint NH stamps 
in blocks and strips of four, etc. From 1980s period. 

$300.00 EST $20.00 

85 

Worldwide - Special for the automobile enthusiast. Presentation 
binder with photographs, descriptions and stamps covering 
hundreds of automobiles. Published in 1984 by the Stamp 
Collecting Society of America. In very good condition. 

$200.00 EST $20.00 

86 
France - Nearly 1,300 mint NH stamps from late 1980s in blocks and 
strips of four. Less than 10% of material is from St. Pierre Et 
Miquelon. Catalog value based on sample, may be low. 

$1,200.00 CAT $120.00 

87 
United States - About 200 mint NH plate blocks of four from 1953 
to 1965 mounted on White Ace album pages. Many with 
accompanying single copy. Face value estimated at $32.00 

$200.00 CAT $22.00 

LOT DESCRIPTION VALUE 
LIST, EST OR  

CAT 
STARTING  

BID 
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88 
Austria - Probably a couple of thousand stamps on stock sheets and 
a variety of album pages. Rather messy condition but there may be 
some issues you have been looking for. 

$100.00 EST $10.00 

89 
United States - Ten old albums containing several thousand mint 
and used stamps including some plate blocks. May be some better 
issues buried in this accumulation. 

$400.00 EST $20.00 

90 
United states - Three Minkus Plate Block volumes from 1938 to 
1976. Pre-1940 sparse but remainder nearly complete except for 
high-value regular issues. Cleanly mounted. Albums in decent 
condition. 1978 catalog value was $1,316. 

$239.00 FACE $100.00 

91 

Tuvalu - Three volume collection on personally made pages.  Total 
of 930 stamps and 219 specimen stamps. All are mint and assumed 
NH. Collection is contained in clean mounts but some pages are in 
poor condition. Covers 1976 to 1993. Owner paid $691 for the 
collection on a subscription basis.. 

$1,000.00 EST $150.00 

92 
Japan - About 300 used and mint NH stamps either loose or 
mounted on homemade pages. Early to about Scott #1,000. Bonus - 
Scott pages for Prefecture issues 1990 to 1999. 

$120.00 EST $15.00 

93 
France - Fantastic collection of 550 stamps from first half of 20th 
century with many color variations. Multiple stamps catalog over 
$1.00, some well over. Stamps mounted on French album pages 

$500.00 EST $50.00 

94 Supplies - Minkus Worldwide supplements for 1968 and 1969 plus 
Kennedy supplements for 1968-1970. In clean condition. 

$100.00 EST $10.00 

95 United States - Scott's American album to 1989 with mint NH 
stamps from 1920 on. Virtually complete from 1940 on but some 

$400.00 EST $40.00 

96 
United States - Linn Philatelic Album to 1966 virtually complete 
from 1924 with mint stamps, mostly NH. Prexies to $5.00, Famous 
Americans, Imperf Parks, and Overrun name blocks. Very neatly 

$500.00 EST $45.00 

97 Worldwide - Twelve albums and stock books with probably over 
10,000 stamps, mostly used. May be some premium items 

$500.00 EST $25.00 

98 Great Britain - Over 100 covers, mostly Machins plus several 
hundred Machins on paper. A few U.S. covers mixed in. 

$100.00 EST $10.00 

99 Russia - Two presentation albums with different sets of holiday 
covers with Santa Claus cachets. Someone probably paid a 

$100.00 EST $5.00 

100 
United States - Scott National Album to 1965. Complete BOB with 
space for cut squares and revenues. In pristine condition. Includes 
clean two-post binder. 

$185.00 LIST $35.00 

101 
France - Thousands of stamps on album pages and glassines with 
heavy duplication. Also over a hundred covers. 

$300.00 EST $10.00 

LOT DESCRIPTION VALUE 
LIST, EST OR  

CAT 
STARTING  

BID 
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102 

Canada - White Ace album in very good condition. Includes Jubilees 
to the $0.10, Quebec Tercentenary and other pre 1950 better mint 
and used. Bulk of album covers 1951 to 1982 and is complete with 
mint stamps, newer NH. Early commemoratives Catalog for over 
$1,500. 

$2,500.00 EST $220.00 

103 
Supplies - Eight empty albums including four Harris Liberty Albums. 
Some are unused while others have mounts with stamps removed. 
Condition from poor to very good. 

$120.00 EST $8.00 

104 
Worldwide - Seven albums contain over 5,000 mostly used stamps. 
These are older albums and could contain some interesting 
material. 

$1,000.00 EST $50.00 

105 
United States - Minkus All American album to 1974 with nice 
selection of mint and used stamps starting with Prexies to $5.00. 

$150.00 EST $15.00 

106 
United States - Mint and used collection of regular issues from 1902 
to 1991 plus some airmails, all carefully mounted on White Ace 
pages. Catalog value from 2005. 

$541.00 CAT $80.00 

107 
United States - Ten albums with probably 3,000 to 4,000 mostly $300.00 EST $15.00 

108 
United States - About 270 mint NH plates blocks from Scott #1182 
to #blocks 1570. Includes about 40 large (up to 20 stamps) and 
some airmail blocks.. Also 16 booklet panes.  

$350.00 EST $50.00 

109 
Germany - Several thousand mint and used stamps sorted by Scott 
number in glassines. Ignore information marked on glassines. 
Moderate to heavy duplication. 

$100.00 EST $10.00 

110 
Serbia - Very nice 2008 presentation album in dust cover with $50.00 EST $5.00 

111 
British Commonwealth - Two Omnibus issues, King George VI 
Coronation and Queen Elizabeth II coronation. On clean stock pages 
and White Ace specialty pages. 

$240.00 LIST $40.00 

112 
Worldwide - Over 500 covers, 90% U.S. some with very nice stamps $250.00 EST $20.00 

113 
United Nations - About 575 FDCs in five albums, four in very good 
condition. A few foreign mixed in. Covers range from 1951 to 1981. 
Includes some postal stationary. 

$600.00 CAT $25.00 

114 
United States - 22 covers with commemorative medallions attached 
to covers. None of medallions are valuable material except one is 

$100.00 EST $10.00 

115 

Supplies - Minkus All American Stamp Album to 1979 in unused 
mint condition. Great for someone wanting to start a U.S. 
collection. Includes stationary and booklet pane pages. List price for 
current album through 2001 is $285.00. 

$100.00 EST $15.00 

116 
United Nations - 75 covers with U.N. stamps, mostly from U.N. 
Postal Administration. Includes some very nice registered covers 
and FDCs. Ignore label on binder. 

$75.00 EST $5.00 

117 
Netherlands - About 2,500 mostly used stamps with some 
duplication, probably 1,500 different. Nicely arranged in sequence 
in a pristine stock book. 

$750.00 EST $50.00 

LOT DESCRIPTION VALUE 
LIST, EST OR  

CAT 
STARTING  

BID 
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118 

United States - Magnificent study of the "Star Spangled Banner" 
with mint and used stamps, covers and an extensive write-up of 
this subject. A perfect gift for a history teacher to use in class. 

$150.00 EST $20.00 

119 

Bhutan - Collection of individual three dimensional stamps and 
souvenir sheets from mid 1980s. Originally dealer price was 
$125.00. Careful - stamps are loose on stock pages. 

$250.00 EST $30.00 

120 
United States - Scott National Album to 1962 with maybe several 
hundred mint stamps and cut squares. Album in excellent 
condition. 

$150.00 EST $30.00 

121 
Germany - Somewhere between 2,500 and 3,000 mint NH and used 
stamps with moderate to heavy duplication. Some better individual 
stamps. 

$500.00 EST $25.00 

122 

Australia - Approximately 2,500, maybe more, used stamps with 
moderate duplication. We estimate 1,500 different. In catalog 
sequence on stock pages. 

$750.00 EST $50.00 

123 

Israel - Very nice presentation album containing many pages 
describing the heritage of the Jewish people and their connection 
to the land of Israel. Includes about 175 mint NH stamps linked to 
the text. Excellent item for study of Israel. 

$185.00 LIST $25.00 

124 Yugoslavia - Possibly 1,000 or more used stamps sorted in glassines. $10.00 EST $2.00 

125 
United States - 3,000 FDCs including some nice airmails. All in good 
condition. 

$3,000.00 EST $150.00 

126 

United States - Over 65 sheets of mint stamps, most $0.08 to $0.13 
values at a small fraction of face value. Includes State Flags, Cook, 
postage due and undenominated "A" sheets. 

$400.00 FACE $200.00 

127 

Scandinavia - Minkus album to 1992 with perhaps several thousand 
used stamps from Finland, Norway and Sweden. Newer material on 
blank pages. Mostly used but some mint (possibly NH). Album in 
fair condition and pages somewhat messy. 

$600.00 EST $50.00 

128 

Worldwide - Nine large format presentation albums including 
Prince Andrew Wedding, World of Stamps (3 different), American 
First Ladies, and National Parks. 

$250.00 EST $15.00 

129 

United States - Two volume set of Reader's Digest First Day Cover 
collection covering 1981 and 1982 stamps. Each cover has extensive 
discussion of the subject matter. Great educational material. Buy it 
for your grandkids. 

$150.00 EST $15.00 

130 

Worldwide -  Four better quality large format presentation albums 
including 1984 Olympics (88 panels each with nice photo and mint 
NH Olympic stamps from different countries), State Birds and 
Flowers, World of Stamps and America's March to Freedom. 

$400.00 EST $40.00 

LOT DESCRIPTION VALUE 
LIST, EST OR  
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131 

Colorado - Fascinating two-volume handmade collection of 
Colorado covers and relevant stamps with extensive commentary . 
Appears to have been assembled in 1950 to 1970s. 

$100.00 EST $20.00 

132 
Russia - Mystic album covering 1967 to 1992 in mint condition in 
very clean binder. 

$50.00 EST $10.00 

133 
Canada - Fifty FDCs from 1960s, each mounted with mint copy of 
stamp and press release describing the stamp. In nice clean album 
binder. 

$60.00 EST $5.00 

134 
United States - Several thousand mint, mostly NH, stamps in albums 
and stock sheets. Moderate duplication. Some better stamps 
included. 

$500.00 EST $60.00 

135 
Worldwide - Thousands of mostly used stamps in nine older albums 
and loose pages. Who knows what you might find in here. 

$500.00 EST $30.00 

136 
Worldwide - About 200 FDCs from around the world in two Postal 
Commemorative Society binders. Interesting subjects. 

$400.00 EST $10.00 

137 
Supplies - Scott International Albums Part IV (1956-9)and Part V 
(1960-1) with binders. In mint unused condition. 

$325.00 LIST $60.00 

138 

United States - Nine volumes of Postal Commemorative Society 
FDCs from 1945 to 1997. Appears complete for commemorative 
issues or about 1,200 covers. Each cover includes a half page of text 
describing subject of stamp on cover. 

$1,000.00 EST $60.00 

139 

Worldwide - six volumes of World Wildlife Fund Stamp Collection 
with over 300 very nice covers plus a large amount of descriptive 
information. Pages are very clean but albums need a little cleaning. 
Bonus - complete set of U.S. Birds and Flowers with catalog value of 
$62.50. 

$350.00 EST $25.00 

140 

United States - 125 covers with contents from a mother to her son 
in Army sent in 1951, mostly overseas. Some are forwarded and 
some include newspaper clippings. 

$25.00 EST $5.00 

141 

Worldwide - Eclectic mix of worldwide stamps, mint and used on 
album pages, packets and stock books. Includes some better France 
and Cuba. Perhaps 1,000 to 1,500 in total. 

$50.00 EST $10.00 

142 

United States - large collection of USPS annual sets including seven 
hard copy books (1996-2001 and 2009) plus 25 annual sets from 
1973 to 1986 with some duplication and two specialty collections in 
book format. List price is based upon collections that have USPS 
prices on them. 

$450.00 LIST $150.00 

143 
United States - Complete set of Celebrate the Century in USPS 
presentation album. Starting bid less than face value. 

$123.00 CAT $40.00 

144 
Israel - Small Lidner album with 260 nearly all mint NH stamps with 
tabs from 1950 to1967. 

$160.00 EST $25.00 

145 
Russia - Over 320 mint NH stamps involving six different issues, 
hence up to 74 of each issue. Also 65 used copies of South Korea 

$847.00 CAT $40.00 
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146 

Worldwide - Four volume Scott Brown International Album to 1934 
with perhaps 5,000 stamps. Albums are in fair condition and stamps 
are arranged rather messy. Comparable International set today lists 
for over $800.  

$200.00 EST $25.00 

147 
United States - USPS Stamp Yearbooks from 2000 to 2009 without 
stamps. Original list price was about $560. 

$100.00 EST $20.00 

148 
United States - Mix of general correspondence and first day covers. 
Probably around 700 covers in all. May be a few better items mixed 
in. 

$700.00 EST $30.00 

149 
Worldwide - 50 covers for "International Tributes to the History of 
Flight". Very attractive cachets. Includes nice storage box. 

$250.00 EST $15.00 

150 
Worldwide - Minkus Master Global Stamp Album to 1961 with 
maybe 1,000 mint and used stamps. In very good condition. Stamps 
neatly mounted. 

$680.00 LIST $30.00 

151 

Worldwide - About 115 souvenir sheets and mini sheets - probably 
90 different. Most are British Commonwealth with emphasis on 
Queen Mother's 80th birthday. Catalog value based on sample. 

$230.00 CAT $20.00 

152 
Worldwide - One of our famous pickle jars with over 10,000 stamps 
on and off paper. A whole winter of fun. 

$2,500.00 EST $40.00 

153 
United States - Another of our famous pickle jars with over 10,000 
stamps on and off paper. A whole winter of fun. 

$2,500.00 EST $40.00 

154 

United Sates - Two volume White Ace Commemorative pages to 
1972. Scattered used prior to 1924, mix of mint and used to 1935 
then nearly complete mint to 1972. Mint in mounts to 1953 then 
hinged. Overall, in very neat condition. Early items catalog value 
$10.00 to $25.00 each 

$1,000.00 EST $100.00 

155 
Supplies - Seven unused United States albums - no stamps. All in 
excellent condition. 

$210.00 EST $25.00 

156 

United States - Approximately 400 FDCs in four binders - consists of 
mostly No. 10 envelopes. Many are strips and booklet panes. Nice 
clean collection from 1961 to 1993. 

$800.00 EST $60.00 

157 
United States - Thousands of Liberty Series stamps sorted by 
denomination on clean stock pages. 

$100.00 EST $5.00 

158 Supplies - Four unused worldwide albums in various condition. $60.00 EST $5.00 

159 
Greece - Extremely clean Schaubek Album covering 1944 to 1993. 
Not hingeless. 

$75.00 EST $15.00 

160 

Worldwide - International collection of worldwide wildlife covers 
with beautiful cachets and discussion of each subject. In very clean 
binder.147 covers. Great material for student studying wildlife. 

$450.00 EST $30.00 

161 

Worldwide - A second International collection of worldwide wildlife 
covers with beautiful cachets and discussion of each subject. In very 
clean binder.147 covers. Great material for student studying 

$450.00 EST $30.00 

162 
Worldwide - 200 FDCs on large envelopes with attractive cachets in 
two volumes. 

$200.00 EST $10.00 
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163 

United States - 50 American Commemorative Series Stamp Panels 
produced by the USPS. Each is accompanied by a FDC of that stamp. 
Listed in Scott as Commemorative Panels. Catalog value based on 
sample. 

$400.00 CAT $25.00 

164 

United States - 140 covers , each with an encased mint stamp with 
a current stamp cancelled at a location and date relative to the 
subject. Some of the earlier stamps catalog for several dollars each. 
Each cover has description of subject associated with it. 

$560.00 EST $30.00 

165 

Japan - Several thousand mostly regular issues sorted in glassine 
with heavy duplication. Most are of minimum catalog value but 
some are up to $2.50 each. 

$500.00 EST $50.00 

166 

United States - Approximately 600 addressed USPS  FDCs each in 
protective sleeve. No cachets.  Minor duplication - five or six of an 
item. 

$600.00 EST $30.00 

167 United States - Approximately 2,650 FDCs with attractive cachets. In 
bundles of 25 to 125. No duplication noted. 

$3,000.00 EST $130.00 

168 
Three nice binders with 39 American Bicentennial covers each 
extensive discussion of subject. Great material for a U. S. history 
teacher. 

$200.00 EST $10.00 

169 
Supplies - Two volume Harris United States Plate Block album to 
1981. In pristine condition. 

$100.00 LIST $30.00 

170 
Supplies - Seven unused mostly United States albums - no stamps. 
All in excellent condition. Some duplication. 

$280.00 EST $40.00 

171 

United States  - A messy accumulation of thousand of used stamps 
sorted in envelopes both off paper and on paper. Includes 
precancels . Mostly pre-WWII. May be some interesting material 
hidden in here. 

$400.00 EST $15.00 

172 Supplies - Three nice blank page albums in nearly mint condition. $75.00 EST $15.00 

173 
Israel - Scott two-post album and pages to 1987 for stamps without 
tabs. Very clean condition. 

$75.00 EST $10.00 

174 
Supplies - Seven United States and worldwide unused albums in fair 
to good condition. 

$140.00 EST $20.00 

175 

France - Huge accumulation of thousands of mostly early stamps on 
stock pages sorted by Scott number with heavy duplication. 
Numerous issues catalog over $10.00 each. Fantastic lot for the 
France specialist including anyone interested in Paris "Star" cancels. 

$2,500.00 EST $220.00 

176 
France - Several thousand used stamps from Scott #26 to #1534 
sorted in glassines with very heavy duplication. 

$600.00 EST $35.00 

177 
United States - Probably over 5,000 stamps on cut corners with a 
wide range on cancellations. Heavy with Presidential. 

$100.00 EST $10.00 

178 

France - 165 19th century covers including a number of stampless 
covers as early as 1814 and 1815. A treasure trove for anyone 
interested in early France postal history. 

$3,300.00 EST $350.00 
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179 
United States - Five old albums and stock books with a few hundred 
used stamps. 

$50.00 EST $5.00 

180 
United States - A second lot of probably over 5,000 stamps on cut 
corners with a wide range on cancellations. Heavy with 
Presidentials. 

$100.00 EST $10.00 

181 

United Nations - Nearly 1,000 FDCs plus more than 100 
commemorative sheets and misc covers. Some duplication. Many 
covers in protective sleeves. 

$1,000.00 EST $30.00 

182 

United States - Over 1,000 covers, some going back to 1931 and 
maybe earlier. Could be an interesting search for some intriguing 
postal history items. 

$300.00 EST $10.00 

183 

United States - Huge accumulation of 2,600 postal stationary 
envelopes from 1930s to 1950s. Very extensive duplication with 
many hundreds of each item. 

$68.00 FACE $30.00 

184 

Worldwide - Harris Citation Album to 1970 with perhaps a couple of 
hundred stamps. Album starts with Bahamas and is missing United 
States and A countries. 

$50.00 EST $5.00 

185 United States - 850 mint Postal Cards. $60.00 FACE $25.00 

186 

Two Postal Commemorative Society albums with total of over 100 
pages, each page with attractive artwork, explanation of stamp 
subject and mint block of four of the subject stamp. Three 
additional albums of commemorative covers, probably 150 in total 
covering American Bicentennial and Norman Rockwell.  

$750.00 EST $20.00 

187 

United States - Another huge accumulation of nearly 3,500 postal 
stationary envelopes in four boxes with substantial duplication but 
not as much as lot 183. 

$189.75 FACE $75.00 

188 
United States  - Six binders with total of 300 commemorative covers 
celebrating American philatelic history. Set has four volumes. This 
lot consists of three volume 1, one volume 2 and two volume 4. 

$900.00 EST $20.00 

189 

United States - Scott National binder with what may be homemade 
pages from 1922 to 1963 complete with mint stamps, the vast 
majority in blocks of four. While the blocks are hinged, most have 
two NH stamps. . Overall, a extremely attractive collection. 
Mounting is very neat 

$500.00 EST $50.00 

190 
Worldwide - About 200 large covers most with very attractive 
stamps. 

$200.00 EST $30.00 

191 
United States - 1,030 mint airmail envelopes. Extensive duplication.  
Face value $55.80. 

$1,137.00 CAT $30.00 

192 
Supplies - Nine stockbooks ranging from OK condition to mint never 
used. 

$175.00 EST $20.00 

193 
Russia - Somewhat less than 1,400 used and mint stamps in three 
stock books, most identified by Scott number. 

$400.00 EST $50.00 

194 
Worldwide - Harris Citation Album to 1970 with only a few stamps. 
Album starts with Bahamas and is missing United States and A 
countries. 

$50.00 EST $5.00 
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195 
United States - Many hundreds, maybe a thousand, covers. Have 
fun looking for something to add to your collection. 

$200.00 EST $10.00 

196 

Worldwide - Very large binder with 125 world wildlife stamp sheets 
cancelled to order with descriptions of subjects. Most stamps are 
minimum catalog value. 

$1,000.00 EST $25.00 

197 
Supplies - White Ace United States Commemorative pages for 1950 
to 1974 in excellent condition with a few empty mounts. 

$65.00 LIST $10.00 

198 
United States - Small collection of 63 plate blocks of 4 and 6 from 
Scott # 704 to #876. Catalog value does not include any NH 
premium. 

$286.50 CAT $55.00 

199 
United States - Complete set of Celebrate the Century in original 
packages. Face value $49.05 

$123.00 CAT $40.00 

200 

Paraguay - Two volume Palo B&W album with possible 1,000 
stamps. Regular issues have nominal catalog value but early airmail 
range from $5 to $30. Collection is heavily annotated in pencil. 

$500.00 EST $100.00 

201 

United States - Scott National Album to 1969 with few stamps prior 
to 1922 followed by scattered used to 1934 then mint in mounts to 
1969. 1934 to 1969 about 80% complete. About 100 blank pages at 
back. In good condition. 

$300.00 EST $40.00 

202 
United States - About 450 FDCs with gold foil replica stamps with 
descriptions of each subject. Six binders in three boxes 

$2,000.00 EST $18.00 

203 

Ecuador - Two volume Palo B&W album with just two early sets of 
stamps (Catalog value $70.00) . Pages to 1960 including BOB. Early 
pages annotated in pencil. Volume 2 is just blank pages. Includes 
two folder with hundreds of stamps on album pages - mostly 
complete sets. In excellent condition with dust covers. 

$400.00 EST $80.00 

204 Bolivia - 58 different stamps or sets with typically 5 to 10 of each. $150.00 EST $10.00 

205 

United States - Massive accumulation of used stamps in seven large 
binders. We estimate that there is between 25,000 and 30,000 
stamps with significant duplication of many items. But there may be 
some better material buried in here. For example, we saw perhaps 
30 parcel post stamps up to the $0.10. 

$1,000.00 EST $40.00 

206 
United States - 51 used duck stamps from RW7 to RW42 with 
moderate duplication. All are in sound condition. Most are signed. 

$726.00 CAT $125.00 

207 

United States - 266 plate blocks of 4. While there is duplication of 
plate blocks, they are all position different. In some case they 
include all four positions of a given plate number. Minimum bid is 
less than face value. 

$260.00 EST $20.00 

208 

United States - 23 panes and sets of modern stamps starting with 
the 1976 Bicentennial souvenir sheets and going to the 2006 James 
Stewart pane. Face value $148.54. 

$409.00 CAT $75.00 
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209 

United States - two volume Scott National Commemorative Plate 
Block collection to 1969.While pages start in 1901, the collection 
starts in 1937and is about 90% complete to 1969 including the 
Famous Americans set and Overrun Countries name blocks. Total of 
430 plate blocks that are all in mounts and assumed NH. 

$750.00 EST $80.00 

210 

Worldwide - Scott International Stamp Album Part II and Part IV 
with several hundred mint and used stamps scattered throughout. 
Binders in fair condition 

$150.00 EST $15.00 

211 
United States - Well over 1,000 covers, sold early 20th century but 
most recent. His is one of those lots you may be surprised by what 
you find. 

$500.00 EST $50.00 

212 

United States - Over 2,000 mostly mint stamps including 142 plate 
blocks and 238 blocks of four on stock pages in notebook. 
Substantial duplication. Catalog value by donor - date unknown. 

$281.29 CAT $30.00 

213 

United States - Four binders with hundreds of mint stamps and 
plate blocks, some better values. While most are in mounts we did 
not check for NH condition. Binders range from quite good to 
messy. 

$600.00 EST $80.00 

214 United Nations - 350 FDCs unaddressed and with cachets. $350.00 EST $15.00 

215 
United States - 800 mint airmail envelopes with heavy duplication. 
Face value $42.00 

$662.50 CAT $15.00 

216 
Worldwide - Box full of old albums and stock books with several 
thousand mostly used stamps. 

$500.00 EST $20.00 

217 

Supplies - Two volume Minkus Master Global Stamp Album 
incorporating Part2A, Part 2B and Part 3, 1953 to 1967. Us section 
starts in mid-1800s and includes an extensive selection of U.S. 
commemoratives. Also a scattering of worldwide stamps. Stamps 
not included in value. Albums in nearly mint condition. 

$650.00 LIST $75.00 

218 
Worldwide - Two volume Harris Citation Stamp Album to 1977. 
Estimate of 3,000 to 4,000 mostly used stamps. Albums in poor 
condition. 

$500.00 EST $25.00 

219 
Supplies - Minkus Netherlands album to 1981 including Netherlands 
colonies. No stamps. In very clean condition. 

$125.00 LIST $15.00 

220 
United States - 550 FDCs of U577. Each includes copy of #1593 to 
make up $0.13 postage. 

$550.00 CAT $15.00 

221 

United States - Twelve albums with a mix of mint and used stamps. 
Some are premium items but most are minimum catalog value. 
Several thousand stamps all together. 

$300.00 EST $20.00 

222 
United States - 31 mint sets of Postal Cards and 4 sets of FDC sets of 
cards. Initial cost probably over $300 

$1,106.00 CAT $150.00 
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223 

Supplies - 37 red counter binders with mix of used and new pages. 
May be a few scattered stamps. Some spines are labeled. In two 
boxes. 

$350.00 LIST $30.00 

224 
Czechoslovakia - Lindner hingeless album from 1945 to 1963 with 
mostly used stamps. Over 95% complete. In excellent condition. 

$500.00 EST $120.00 

225 

Hungary - Two volume Linder hingeless album set covering 1945 to 
1965 with mix of mint and used stamps. Over 90% complete. In 
excellent condition. 

$600.00 EST $125.00 

226 
Supplies - Ten notebooks with manila stock pages slightly used. 
Some scattered stamps, particularly Austria. Over 200 pages. 

$120.00 EST $15.00 

227 

United States - Five large commemorative cover albums including 
Norman Rockwell, Pioneers of Flight, U.S. Presidents, etc plus six 
smaller collections in nice presentation folders. 

$300.00 EST $20.00 

228 

United States - One more huge accumulation of  3,225 postal 
stationary envelopes  with substantial duplication but not as much 
as lot 183. Includes revalued airmails and regular mail. In two 
boxes. 

$142.50 FACE $50.00 

229 
Great Britain - Many hundreds of covers, both Machins and 
commemorative. Excellent modern postal history lot. 

$300.00 EST $30.00 

230 

Supplies - Minkus All American Stamp Album to 1993 in unused 
mint condition. Great for someone wanting to start a U.S. 
collection. List price for current album through 2001 is $285.00. 

$285.00 LIST $40.00 

231 

Worldwide - Ten unsold country lots including DDR, Hungary, 
Romania and South Africa. Many thousands of stamps at a bargain 
price. List price is combined sales price at our last Country Lot Sale 

$585.00 LIST $200.00 

232 
United States - Nearly 2,000 FDCs with nominal duplication. Many 
in individual sleeves. 

$2,000.00 EST $40.00 

233 Israel - 500 covers postmarked for the opening of new post offices. $250.00 EST $15.00 

234 

United States - This is one we have never done before. A large 
pickle jar full of mint U.S. stamps , mostly three and four cent 
issues. 10,000 to 12,000 stamps. 

$400.00 EST $40.00 

235 
United States - Over three thousand Christmas seals Boys Town and 
wildlife stamps in good condition. 

$200.00 EST $10.00 

236 Supplies - Seven empty albums in useable condition. Good starters. $100.00 EST $10.00 

237 
Supplies - box of stock books, cover albums and stock sheets. 
Variable quality. 

$100.00 EST $5.00 

238 
United States - Scott National album to 1968. previously used with 
hinge remnants but no stamps. In fair condition. 

$150.00 EST $10.00 

239 Supplies - 25 small mint sheet albums. $75.00 EST $15.00 

240 
United States - Just over 100 FDCs with gold foil replica stamps with 
descriptions of each subject. 

$500.00 EST $10.00 
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241 

United States - Close to 800 USPS Souvenir Pages in six nice binders. 
In addition about 200 postal bulletins regarding new stamp issues. 
The latter not included in estimated value. 

$2,400.00 EST $200.00 

242 
United States - About 1,000 FDCs, many homemade. Quality ranges 
from OK to very fine. Some early. In two boxes. 

$1,000.00 EST $30.00 

243 

United States - 225 plate blocks from late 1930s. Includes some 
higher values of famous Americans. All are hinged to notebook 
pages. Duplication of plate numbers but different positions. Also 
some plain blocks of four. Face value about $28.00. 

$450.00 EST $12.00 

244 
South Africa - Bankers box full of South Arica and independent 
countries covers and mint NH stamps. Too much material to 
calculate catalog value. 

$500.00 EST $75.00 

245 
United States - A typical RMPL mish mash of mostly used stamps 
with substantial duplication. Worth minimum bid.  

$200.00 EST $10.00 

246 
Supplies - large box of supplies including stock sheets, glassines, 
mounts, stamp lift and magnifying glasses. 

$300.00 EST $25.00 

247 

United States - About 600 postal envelopes mint, used and FDCs. 
Some better items are mixed in this collection. Most in individual 
sleeves with Scott number. Slight duplication. 

$600.00 EST $30.00 

248 

United States - Early postal envelopes from U1 to U398. Total of 94 
items, each in an individual sleeve with Scott number marked. We 
assume donor knew what he was doing when he identified these 
hard to detect differences. 

$1,593.00 CAT $300.00 

249 

United States - A very nice accumulation of mint postal cards from 
UX64 to UX664. Most in individual sleeves with Scott number 
marked some duplication. 

$675.00 CAT $120.00 

250 

United States - About 350 postal stationary items including 125 
mint and used postal cards (UX3 to UX102), 75 air postal cards, 50 
reply cards (UY1 to UY44) and a batch of miscellaneous stuff. Mixed 
condition. 

$650.00 EST $60.00 

251 

United States - Grossman capital Stamp Album to 1974 with many 
hundreds of mostly used stamps Dealer price was $60. Includes 
some early issues with minor damage. Mint items are hinged. 

$300.00 EST $15.00 

252 

Worldwide - Large box full of old albums and stock books with 
several thousand older stamps. Another one of those lots that may 
contain some hidden gems. 

$300.00 EST $15.00 

253 
Supplies - Seven empty stamp albums and blank page albums in 
good condition. 

$140.00 EST $15.00 

254 

United States - Ten sheets of 50 state stamps, 4 State Flags, 5 State 
Birds and Flowers and one wildlife in very nice presentation album. 
Face value is $87.00. 

$257.50 CAT $50.00 
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255 
United  States - Buy it or it goes in dumpster. About 300 misc 
covers. 

$50.00 EST $5.00 

256 
Worldwide - Box full of loose stamps, old albums and envelopes of 
stamps. Probably 3,000 to 5,000. Expect duplication. 

$500.00 EST $25.00 

257 

United States - About 550 FDCs including three sets of Birds and 
Flowers, two sets of Wildlife and one set of State Flags. All in nice 
presentation binders. 

$600.00 EST $30.00 

258 
United States - Eleven USPS presentation albums, nine without 
stamps. The two with stamps are the 1941 and 1942 World War II 
folios. 

$125.00 EST $20.00 

259 
Worldwide and United States - A very nice accumulation of both 
foreign and U.S. stamps in albums, on stock pages and loose. 

$800.00 EST $60.00 

260 
United States - Bureau of Printing and Engraving souvenir cards in 
nice binder. 

$100.00 EST $10.00 

261 
Supplies - Heavy box with many covers sleeves, stock pages etc. 
Worth much more than minimum bid 

$300.00 EST $15.00 

262 
Worldwide and United States - Three binders of FDCs plus over 100 
international post cards . 

$100.00 EST $10.00 

263 

Worldwide - In the course of putting together an auction such as 
this one, we come across a tremendous amount of miscellaneous 
material that just doesn't go in any of the other lots. Hence, a huge 
miscellaneous lot. Have fun. 

$500.00 EST $25.00 

264 
Worldwide - Mystery lot with many worldwide used stamps both 
on and off paper. Great for a cold winter night 

    $30.00 

274 
A true mystery bag. A large mail bag than none of us have seen 
what is inside except that we know it is philatelic material. Have a 
go at it. 

    $30.00 

That’s all, folks!  

Thank You for your participation! 
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